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Electron Beam Single-Spin Asymmetries in the Resonance Region with Final Hadrons Observed
Brandon Buncher and Carl E. Carlson
Department of Physics, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23187, USA
We study beam-transverse and normal single-spin asymmetry for electron-proton inelastic scattering in the
resonance region for the case where a pion is observed in the final state. There is no beam single-spin asymmetry
if the observed particle has single-photon exchange as its only interaction, but this is naturally circumvented
when one observes a strongly interacting final state particle. The asymmetries are not large as there is an
electron mass divided by momentum transfer suppression. We present results for the cases where the final
electron and a pion are both observed, with asymmetries of order tens of ppm, and where only a final pion is
observed, with asymmetries of order one ppm.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Beam single-spin asymmetries in an electron-hadron scattering process occur when just the initial electron is polarized,
and no final state polarizations are measured. Single-spin
asymmetries are zero in one-photon exchange QED, barring
further interactions. None-the-less, they have been observed,
indicating that additional interactions do occur. Understanding these asymmetries is important, in particular to properly
use electron scattering data to obtain fundamental metrics of
hadronic structure such as nucleon electric and magnetic form
factors, or the neutral weak interaction coupling to the proton.
More particularly, this paper will discuss beam single-spin
asymmetry (BSSA) for normal and sideways electron polarization, where we define “asymmetry” as preferential scattering in a direction correlated with the initial polarization.
“Normal” indicates that the polarization is perpendicular to
the scattering plane, while “sideways” indicates that the polarization remains in the scattering plane and perpendicular
to the incoming electron’s momentum. Longitudinal spin
asymmetries require parity violation, and do not occur if only
QED and strong interactions are considered. These violations
may occur when weak interactions are considered, such as in
events in which a Z-boson is exchanged. Events such as these
have been often utilized in order to measure the strangeness
form factors and weak charge of the proton, notably recently
by the QWeak experiment (see [1] and further references contained there). Normal and sideways BSSA’s are not forbidden
by parity in general, although the sideways BSSA is forbidden by parity if only one final state particle is observed [2].
The normal or sideways BSSA expressed in terms of helicity amplitudes show a proportionality to the imaginary part
of the interference term. For relative phases to occur between
the helicity amplitudes, there must be an additional interaction
beyond the one-photon exchange, and for an asymmetry to be
visible, the observed final state particle must have participated
in the additional interaction.
When the electron is the observed final state particle, the additional interaction is necessarily a second photon exchange.
There exists a history suggesting that two-photon exchange
effects are responsible for the once mysterious contradiction
between the proton electric form factor obtained from differential cross section experiments and that obtained from
polarization experiments [3–9]. Some theoretical results on
two-photon exchange in the resonance region have also been

reported [10]. The existence of two-photon exchange is
confirmed by experiments finding target-normal single-spin
asymmetry (also forbidden in one-photon exchange) in e 3 He
quasielastic scattering with the final electron observed [11],
by the measured differences in e+ p and e− p elastic scattering [12, 13], and by observed beam-normal single-spin asymmetries for ep scattering both elastically [14, 15] and in the
resonance region [16].
Beyond elastic scattering, it is possible to independently observe particles other than or in addition to the electron. Even
in inelastic scattering, if only the electron is observed and
weak interactions are not considered, BSSA’s remain forbidden in one-photon exchange. However, if the reaction considered is ep → eπN, where N is a nucleon, one may observe the
pion (say) instead of or along with the electron. The pion necessarily experiences strong final state interactions, and these
interactions give different phases to the amplitudes for the
two electron helicities, and lead to non-zero beam-normal spin
asymmetries.
In this paper, we calculate first the beam-spin asymmetries
for the case where the pion and electron are both observed,
and and show results when the final hadronic state is in the
region of the ∆(1232) resonance. Then we calculate also for
the case where solely the pion is observed, in the resonance
region more generally. The methods used in the calculation
follow standard procedure (reviewed, for example, in [17]),
but the results for the normal and sideways BSSA’s are new,
to the best of our knowledge. Observing both the pion and
the electron leads to an easier calculation since one needs to
do no phase space integrals, but is more troublesome experimentally, as binning in two sets of variables leads to a paucity
of data per bin. In contrast, the calculation with solely the
pion observed requires phase space integrals, which become
somewhat tedious due to the necessity of finding connections
between many kinematic variables and the integration variables one chooses. However, one now will have significantly
more data per bin. Additionally, and importantly, the result
can be useful for estimating contamination due to pion misidentification in electron-observed beam-spin asymmetry experiments.
We do not calculate ab initio the strong phases the amplitudes acquire from the final state interactions, but obtain them
by writing the results in terms of multipole amplitudes, and
taking the multipole amplitudes from the MAID analysis [18].
In the next section, we show the calculations and selected
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results for beam-spin asymmetries for the case where both the
pion and electron are observed, and in Sec. III we do the same
for the case in which only the pion is observed. Concluding
remarks are offered in Sec. IV and some details of the calculation are shown in an Appendix.

II.

electron polarized normally) and beam-sideways single-spin
asymmetry (BSSSA, referring to the asymmetry generated by
an electron polarized sideways) in which the electron and pion
are observed, the differential cross section must first be calculated. The full differential cross section for single-pion production in the one-photon exchange approximation is commonly given as (see for example [17, 19]),

BEAM SINGLE-SPIN ASYMMETRY WITH
ELECTRON AND PION OBSERVED

To begin investigating the reaction ep → e0 Nπ in the resonance region (Fig. 1), we study the case in which both the outgoing electron and pion are observed. This simplifies the calculation by removing the necessity of phase space integrals,
and creates a reference to compare the next section’s results
to. To perform these calculations, the standard multipole amplitudes of pion electroproduction are utilized to determine the
cross section of electron-proton scattering when pions are produced, and the cross sections are used to find the beam-normal
and beam-sideways asymmetries. The results are calculated
numerically and plotted using Mathematica. These calculations are performed using the one-photon exchange approximation. Additionally, the electron mass has been neglected.
As displayed in Fig. 1, ki and k f refer to the incoming
and outgoing electron’s momenta, respectively, q refers to
the momentum transfer from the electron to the proton (with
Q2 = −q2 ), kπ refers to the pion’s momentum, and pi and p f
refer to the incoming and outgoing nucleons’s momenta. Further, θe refers to the outgoing electron’s polar angle (its angle
within the scattering plane), θγ refers to the angle between the
photon and incoming electron, and the pion emerges at angles θπ , φπ , which may also be given in the π-final nucleon
center-of-mass as θπCM , φπCM = φπ . In addition, several kinematic specifications are held fixed when performing calculations. These are the incoming electron energy, εi , the outgoing electron angle, θe , and the final state hadron mass, W or
mX . In our numerical examples, matching current conditions
in the QWeak experiment, we will take θe to be 7.9◦ and εi to
be 1.155 GeV. Also, in this section, we will choose the final
state hadron mass to be 1.232 GeV/c2 , corresponding to the
mass of the ∆(1232) particle.
In order to calculate the beam-normal single-spin asymmetry (BNSSA, referring to the asymmetry generated by an
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where ε is the photon polarization parameter (see the Appendix). The cross section dσv /dΩCM
π is for pion production
from a virtual photon (pi → p f kπ ).
The BNSSA is,
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where sn = 1 means the electron is polarized up (defined from
~ki ×~k f ), and down for sn = −1. The BSSSA can be similarly
defined.
Generally, if the beam electron is polarized perpendicular
to its momentum direction, its spin will point in a direction
given by an azimuthal angle φSe , and the cross section may be
written as
unpol
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Formulas for the unpolarized cross sections, which can be
located in many places (among them [17] or [20]), are
unpol
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FIG. 1. Diagram of the reaction ep → e0 Nπ. The electron interacts
with the proton, exciting it to the ∆(1232) resonance, which decays
into a nucleon and a pion.

The cross sections with transverse beam polarizations are,
dσvn
2me
=
(1 − ε)D0 sin θπCM cos φπCM ,
CM
Q
dΩπ
2me
dσvs
(1 − ε)E 0 cos θγ sin θπCM sin φπCM .
=
Q
dΩCM
π

(7)
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E 0 = E00 + E10 cos θπCM ,
 ∗
|~kCM | Q
E00 = πCM
Im L0+
(3E1+ − M1+ + M1− )
kγ ωγ

(8)
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The A, B, C, and D are the notation of Haidan [20] and are
provided in terms of multipole amplitudes, and equivalent expressions using dσIJ /dΩCM
π can be found in Drechsel and Tiator [17]. D0 and E 0 , which were not found in previous studies,
are
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BEAM SINGLE-SPIN ASYMMETRY WITH ONLY
PION OBSERVED

For inelastic ep scattering with only a pion observed in the
final state, e + p → π + X, spin dependent asymmetries may
arise using the one-photon exchange approximation. In order
for this asymmetry to exist, it is required that a final state interaction occurs. Since at least one hadron must exist among
the particles within “X,” the pion will necessarily interact in
the final state. We shall not calculate this interaction ab initio, but obtain the amplitudes—the phase being particularly
crucial here—from the MAID data fit [18].
Since the π is observed, the effective mass of X is known;
however, the distribution of momenta within X is unknown.
The X must contain at least one electron and one nucelon, and
we shall therefore concentrate on kinematic regions where the
electron and nucleon are the sole components of X.
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One can check that
is identical to D in Haidan [20] except
for replacing “Re” with “Im.” Here, ~kπCM refers to the pion
momentum vector, and ωγ to the photon lab energy. Additionally, the Ml± refer to multipole amplitudes [17] for γ p → πN.
(As a reminder, l is the orbital angular momentum of the pion,
in the π-N CM; “l± ” refers to the total angular momentum
j = l ± 1/2; El± and Ml± describe transversely polarized photons and Ll± describes a longitudinally polarized photon; the
angular momentum of the photon is L, so that j = L ± 1/2,
with L = l for Ml± and |L − l| = 1 for El± and Ll± .)
We present numerical results for these asymmetries calculated using the values of εi , θe , and W mentioned earlier
(1.155 GeV, 7.9◦ , and 1.232 GeV, respectively), and then plotted versus the pion polar angle θπCM , for selected values of the
pion azimuthal angle φπ . Two plots are displayed in Fig. 2.
The plots are for the sum of π + and π 0 observed. Fig. 2(a)
displays a BNSSA Bn corresponding to a pion azimuthal angle
of 0 radians, and is approximately sinusoidal with a maximum
magnitude at approximately θπ = π2 rad of approximately 37
ppm. Fig. 2(b) corresponds to a BSSSA Bs . This asymmetry
is zero if the the pion momentum remains in the electron scattering plane as shown here for a pion azimuthal angle of π/2
radians. These asymmetries are large enough in magnitude to
be detected in modern experiments with sufficient statistics.
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FIG. 2. (a) Plot of BNSSA for ep → eπN with e and π observed and
both π + and π 0 included. Bn is in parts per million and is plotted
vs. the pion polar angle when the pion azimuthal angle is fixed at 0
radians. (b) Similar plot of BSSSA Bs in parts per million vs. the pion
polar angle when the pion azimuthal angle is fixed at π/2 radians.
Both plots are for εi = 1.155 GeV, θe = 7.9◦ , and W = 1.232 GeV.

The asymmetry will be defined much as before. We will
quote our results in the lab frame, with the electron and pion
defining the x-z plane. The incoming electron’s momentum
defines the positive z-axis, and the transverse component of
the scattered pion’s three-momentum defines the positive xdirection. The external variables will be the energy of the incoming electron εi , the energy ωπ (or magnitude of the threemomentum kπ ) of the outgoing pion, and the scattering angle
of the outgoing pion θπ , plus the polarization direction of the
beam electron. In this paper, we assume the latter to be transverse, and define its direction by an azimuthal angle φS . The
beam single-spin asymmetry is
B(φS ) =

σ (φS ) − σ (φS + 180◦ )
,
σ (φS ) + σ (φS + 180◦ )

(10)

where σ is a differential cross section, and that both σ and
B depend also on εi , kπ , and θπ is to be noted (though not
shown above). In this notation, the normal and sideways beam
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ε ∗f

dσ
α
= 2
d 3 kπ
2π εi ωπ m p mX

Z

dΩ∗e

W2
Q2 (1 − ε)

kγCM
kπCM

dσv
. (11)
dΩCM
π

The superscript “∗” denotes quantities in the final e-N CM,
and “CM” denotes specifically quantities in the π-N CM, and
quantities without either of these superscripts are in the lab
frame or are Lorentz covariants. As examples, in the above
equation, ε ∗f is the final electron energy in the e-N CM (the
energy of the electron in this frame can be inferred after observing the pion, although its direction cannot), and εi is the
incoming electron energy in the lab. Other quantities are defined in Sec. II. Further, mX is the effective mass of X, the
energy of the e-N system in its own CM, and W is the energy
of the π-N pair in its own CM. The cross sections dσv /dΩCM
π
are provided in [17] for the unpolarized case and in Sec. II of
the present paper when the electron is polarized transversely.
We split the cross section dσv /dΩCM
into unpolarized,
π
normal polarized, and sideways polarized contributions as in
Eq. (4). The (non-longitudinal) beam single-spin asymmetry
is defined as
h
i
R
2
kγCM
dσvn
dσvs
dΩ∗e Q2W
sin
φ
+
cos
φ
Se
Se
CM
CM
CM
(1−ε) kπ
dΩπ
dΩπ
B(φS ) =
.
CM
unpol
R
2
k
dσ
γ
W
dΩ∗e Q2 (1−ε) kCM dΩvCM
π

π

(12)
The azimuthal angle φSe is in a lab frame where the outgoing
electron defines the scattering plane. It is hence different from
φS defined with respect to a plane fixed by the pion momentum. Angle φS is fixed by experimental conditions; however,
φSe varies with the integration variables θe∗ and φe∗ , and this
relationship must be worked out. Expressions for these connects can be found in the Appendix.

With only one particle observed in the final state, parity and
rotation invariance suffice to prove that the sideways asymmetry Bs = B(0◦ ) is zero. We show the calculated beam-normal
asymmetry in Fig. 3 for the case that the pion is a π + . For definiteness, we examine kinematics such as those of the QWeak
experiment, where the incoming electron energy is εi = 1.155
GeV and the outgoing particle angle centered at about 7.9◦ .
���
���
� � (���)

single-spin asymmetries are Bn = B(90◦ ) and Bs = B(0◦ ), respectively.
We will outline our calculation, providing some details in
the Appendix, and subsequently discuss some numerical results for kinematics relevant to Jefferson Lab, especially the
QWeak experiment.
The entire process is ep → eπN, and with the pion momentum specified, along with energy-momentum conservation, two variables must be integrated over. We choose these
to be the direction angles of the outgoing electron. These
integrations are performed in the e-N center-of-mass (CM)
frame, where no kinematic constraints affect the integration
range. Another frame of interest is the π-N center-of-mass
frame, as the γ ∗ p → πN scattering amplitudes obtained from
are MAID [18] are naturally found in this frame. The experiments are performed in the lab frame, so the incoming electron and outgoing pion momenta are specified in this frame.
A large portion of the effort and apparent complexity of the
present calculation lies in transforming variables among these
three frames.
The differential cross section can be found following procedures reported in, among others, the review [17]. When only
the pion is observed in the final state, the relevant result can
be expressed as

���
���
-���
���

���

���

���
�π (���)

���

���

FIG. 3. Beam-normal spin asymmetry for e + p → π + + X. The
plot is for incoming electron beam energy εi = 1.155 GeV and for
outgoing lab pion angle 7.9◦ .

The abscissa provides a range of pion momenta. No difficulty arises when kπ = 0; rather, this merely describes the
upper limit upon mX ,
m2X ≤ (m p − mπ )2 + 2εi (m p − mπ ),

(13)

which is approximately 1.58 GeV for the kinematics we use.
The upper limit of kπ can be determined. For sufficient energy,
the pion mass can be neglected, yielding the approximation,
kπ ≤

εi
,
1 + 2(εi /m p ) sin2 (θπ /2)

(14)

which numerically evaluates to 1.142 GeV for present circumstances. (Retaining a non-zero pion mass and using mπ +
yields kπ ≤ 1.132 GeV.)
The unpolarized cross section for the same kinematics is
displayed in Fig. 4. The first peak in this figure is due to
kinematic rise and fall from threshold, and near the second
peak the average of the hadronic mass W is approximately
that of the ∆(1232) resonance. Similarly, for the shoulder visible from kπ of approximately 0.6 to 0.75 GeV, the average
of W spans the range from the Roper(1440) resonance to the
S11 (1520)-D13 (1535) resonance region.

IV.

CLOSING REMARKS

We have calculated the beam-spin asymmetries in the resonance region of the reaction ep → e0 Nπ.
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FIG. 4. The unpolarized differential cross section for γ ∗ + p →
π + + X, with incoming electron beam energy εi = 1.155 GeV and
for outgoing lab pion angle 7.9◦ .

First, these calculations were performed for experiments in
which both the electron and pion were observed. An asymmetry exists even using the one-photon exchange approximation because there are strong final state interactions involving a particle that is observed. These calculations obtained
their strong interaction information from the standard multipole amplitudes of pion electroproduction; the multipole amplitude formalism is reviewed in [17] and numerical results for
the amplitudes were obtained from the MAID parametrization [18]. To our knowledge, the application of the formalism to the beam-normal and sideways single-spin asymmetries, which are suppressed by a factor of the electron mass
over the momentum transfer, is new here. The numerical results we presented were performed using conditions that follow the QWeak experiment: the final electron angle, θe , was
fixed at 7.9◦ , and the incoming electron energy, εi , was fixed
at 1.155 GeV. With two particles observed, we could fix the
final state hadronic mass, and we fixed it to the ∆(1232) region. The beam-normal asymmetry reached a peak magnitude
of approximately 37 ppm, while the beam-sideways asymmetry attained a maximum value of approximately 16 ppm. The
magnitude of these asymmetries indicate that it would be observable, assuming appropriate instrumentation is utilized.
Next, the same calculations were performed, again using
the one-photon exchange approximation, for the case in which
only the pion was observed. In this case we cannot specify
the final hadronic mass, but can give averages for a given observed pion momentum. The numerical results we presented
as examples of output used a pion angle the same as the outgoing electron angle above, and the same beam energy. For
these kinematics, our maximum hadronic mass was 1.58 GeV,
safely in the validity region of the MAID amplitudes. Using
these amplitudes, it was found that the asymmetry achieved a
maximum magnitude on the order of 1 ppm.
Although our numerical examples used the QWeak kinematics, the outcome can be utilized for a variety of experiments. One useful result resides in the magnitude of asymmetries observed. In an electron-proton collision experiment,

difficulty sometimes arises in the differentiation between an
electron event and a pion event. A large asymmetry inherently
produced in the resonance region may produce a confounding variable in these experiments, which often utilize scattering asymmetries to study Weak interactions or search for
beyond the standard model phenomena. However, the asymmetries found in this study are very small, indicating that the
beam-spin asymmetry effects will be negligible in most experiments. This improves the security of many scattering experiments; however, experiments measuring asymmetries on
the order of 10 ppm may need to correct for these effects.
Through this study, it was demonstrated that an asymmetry can be calculated from the one-photon exchange approximation. Future studies could be devoted to utilizing this approximation in other scattering asymmetries. In addition, the
two-photon exchange approximation could be performed on
this system to yield a more accurate description of beam-spin
asymmetries when only the final electron is observed.

Appendix A: Kinematic relations

The process e(ki ) + p(pi ) → e(k f ) + π(kπ ) + N(p f ) is diagrammed in Fig. 5. We consider the case where only the pion
is observed, and the final state X is X = e + N = e f + N f . Fixing the three-momentum of the pion, and considering energymomentum conservation, there remains a two-dimensional integral over two unfixed final electron and nucleon momentum
variables. By choice, the two variables are the polar and azimuthal angles of the electron (or nucleon) in the e + N rest
frame. Choosing the angles in this frame allows the integrations to run over the full solid angle range, with no constraints
from, for example, energy conservation.

e

*

e
e

e

N

FIG. 5. The process ep → eπN. The incoming electron and observed
outgoing pion define the scattering plane. The final electron and final nucleon momenta, which are to be integrated over, lie in another
plane rotated by an azimuthal angle φe = φe∗ to the scattering plane.
The dashed line labeled with momentum ~` solely indicates a momentum transfer (as opposed to a real or virtual particle.)

We calculate a differential cross section with the initial momenta and pion momentum fixed. In the lab frame where the
initial electron momentum and final pion momentum define
the z-axis and x-z plane, the fixed momenta are given by εi ,
kπ , and θπ .
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The mass of the final X = e + N state is obtained from
m2X = (k f + p f )2 = (pi + ki − kπ )2
= m2p + m2π + m2e + 2m p (εi − ωπ ) − 2εi (ωπ − kπ cos θπ ) ,
(A1)
from which the energies of the final electron and nucleon are
given in the e f + N f rest frame by
m2X + m2e − m2N
,
2mX
m2 − m2e + m2N
E ∗f = X
.
2mX

Further, we require quantities in the pion-nucleon CM,
where the γ ∗ + p → π + N multipole amplitude are obtained.
The factor kγCM /kπCM within the integrals in Eqs. (11) and (12)
is not required, as it cancels a factor in the standard form of
the expressions for the photoproduction cross sections (see,
for example, Eq. (8)). However, we do require an expression
for the pion production angles in the π-N f CM. We have derived these:

ε ∗f =

cos θπCM =
(A2)

The connection between the lab frame and the e f -N f CM
is given by a Lorentz transformation along the direction given
by ~`, where
~` =~k f +~p f =~ki −~kπ .
The Lorentz transformation parameters are
s
m p + εi − ω π
1
, β = 1− 2 .
γ=
mX
γ

(A3)

(A4)

The integration variables are the direction angles {θe∗ , φe∗ }
~
of k∗f , the momentum of the final electron in the e f -N f CM.
The polar angle is measured from the direction inherited from
~` and the azimuthal angle is relative to the original scattering plane. We must obtain quantities in the integrand of, for
example, Eq. (11), in terms of the fixed momenta and the integration variables. It is straightforward to boost k f back to
the lab, to a lab frame where ~q is defining the z-direction, and
then, after defining θ` to be the angle between ~ki and ~`, to find
Q2 = −(ki − k f )2
= −2m2e + 2γ ε ∗f (εi − β ki cos θ` )
+ 2γk∗f (β εi − ki cos θ` ) cos θe∗ − 2ki k∗f sin θ` sin θe∗ cos φe∗ ,
W

2

= m2p + 2m p



εi − γ(ε ∗f + β k∗f cos θe∗ ) − Q2 .

(A5)

We retain a finite, non-zero electron mass in Q2 as configurations where the final electron was soft or collinear with the
initial electron would lead to a singularity in the integrand assuming an electron mass of zero. Retaining the electron mass
ensures that Q2 is never zero.
The photon polarization parameter ε is provided in terms of
the photon lab energy ωγ and electron lab scattering angle θe
(this angle relative to the initial electron direction rather than
relative to ~q),
!
ωγ2
1
θe
= 1 + 2 1 + 2 tan2 .
(A6)
ε
Q
2
The lab quantities are

ωπCM ωγCM − kπ · q
kπCM |~q CM |

,

(A8)

where

kπ · q = ωπ εi − ε ∗f γ(1 + β cos θe∗ )

− kπ sin(θπ + θ` ) εi sin θ` − ε ∗f sin θe∗ cos φe∗ ,

− kπ cos(θπ + θ` ) εi cos θ` − ε ∗f γ(β + cos θe∗ ) ,
q
W 2 + m2π − m2p
=
(ωπCM )2 − m2π
, kCM
ωπCM =
π
2W
q
W 2 − Q2 − m2p
ω CM =
, |~q CM | = (ω CM )2 + Q2 , (A9)
2W
and
sin φπCM =
cos φπCM

ε ∗f sin θπ sin θe∗ sin φe∗

,
εf
sin θπq sin θe
|~q | cos θπ − (εi − ε f cos θe ) cos θπq
.
=
ε f sin θπq sin θe

(A10)

Here θπq is the angle between ~kπ and ~q in a lab frame,
cos θπq =

ωπ ωγ − kπ · q
.
kπ |~q|

(A11)

It remains to determine the polarization angles φSe in terms
of φS and other quantities. We have,

cos φSe = [sin θe∗ cos φe∗ cos θ` − γ(β + cos θe∗ ) sin θ` ] cos φS

+ sin θe∗ sin φe∗ sin φS dS

sin φSe = [sin θe∗ cos φe∗ cos θ` − γ(β + cos θe∗ ) sin θ` ] sin φS

(A12)
− [sin θe∗ sin φe∗ ] cos φS dS ,
where the denominator is

dS = [sin θe∗ cos φe∗ cos θ` − γ(β + cos θe∗ ) sin θ` ]2
+ [sin θe∗ sin φe∗ ]2

1/2

.

(A13)
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